or caricatures collected in Espanoles de tres mundos. His literary conversations have also been scrupulously recorded.' My intention is much more modest: to point out certain *general directions his criticism has taken over the years and show his preferences, avoiding whenever possible minor details which are of particular interest only to the specialist in modern Hispanic literature. I shall also pass over polemical issues and personal attacks made on certain contemporary poets, from Guil len to Pablo Neruda, a subject about which much has been written. Let us say from the start, however, that Juan Ramon was an impassioned and aggressive critic, never loath to express in the strongest terms his personal opinions. Another limitation in the following pages: I shall give little or no attention to the hundreds of aphorisms of Jimenez, because they deal more with larger aesthetic concerns pertinent to his own poetry and not with specifically critical matters. However, there will of course be some overlap since aesthetic guidelines, critical principles and direct comment often become so entangled in the prose of Juan Ram 6n that they are hard to differentiate.
In sum, it is difficult to have a balanced understanding of Juan Ramon Jimenez, the man and the artist, without a direct knowledge of his miscellaneous critical texts which are both personal and historical in nature. As a body they also go far toward affording a more profound grasp of certain intricacies of Hispanic literature in the twentieth century.
The Texts
One of the most obvious reasons that the criticism by Juan Ram 6n has not yet received the attention it deserves has been the dispersion of texts, buried in newspapers and magazines often hard to consult, not to mention many unpublished and even undeciphered manuscript pages. This bibliographical hurdle has been substantially overcome by recent collections, and now we have available a wide range of materials on which to base any estimate of his constant critical activity, which always ran closely parallel to his creative writing. Five specific books must be mentioned in this context, and we owe their publication to the zeal of two outstanding Spanish specialists in the poet's work: Ricardo Gullon and Francisco Garfias.
In El trabajo gustoso (Mexico: Aguilar, 1961) the editor Garfias collects the principal lectures that Juan RarnOn gave (with one In the collection four items are of particular significance here: "Poesia y literatura" (Florida, 1939) , "Poesia cerrada y poesia abierta" (Argentina, 1948), "El romance, rio de la lengua espaiiola" (Puerto Rico, 1954) , and the second part of "Alerta" entitled "El modernismo poetic° en Espana y en Hispanoamerica." In the same year (1961) and also under the editorship of Garfias appeared in Madrid La corriente infinita (cn'tica y evocacion). This volume reproduces especially shorter pieces, written over a longer span of time, the earliest being Juan Ramon's important review of Soledades (1903) by his friend Antonio Machado, as well as comments about Antonio's brother Manuel (Alma) and the Andalusian poet Manuel Reina. However, this volume does contain other texts of capital importance for the inside history of the period: "Recuerdo al primer Villaespesa," "Ramon del Valle-Inclan (Castillo de quema)" and "Recuerdo a Jose Ortega y Gasset." We shall deal in some detail with all three subsequently. Two other pieces require special note here: the profile of Salvador Rueda ("El colorista' nacional") written in 1933, a nostalgic and indulgent critique on the death of the then lonely and forgotten poet from Malaga, and finally the open letter to Jose Revueltas ( ",America sombria?"), which constitutes one of his final pronouncements on Neruda and which is particularly noteworthy for Juan RamOn's ideas about America, indigenismo and other miscellaneous topics. ' As is well known, Juan Ramon gave a course on modernism in 1953 at the University of Puerto Rico, and Ricardo Gullon, with the necessary cooperation of others including Juan Ramon's wife Zenobia, published some years later an extensive volume with an incisive prologue, El Modernismo. Notas de un curso (Madrid: Aguilar, 1962 ).' This is not the place to describe the preparation of the volume nor its contents, but let it suffice to say that modernism, understood in its broadest sense as a general attitude and an epoch not artifically limited either in time or space, is in more ways than one the fundamental theme of Juan Ramon's criticism, related always to the historical panorama of the period he knew so well both as a witness and participant. Although the critic, now assuming the professorial garb, is on the whole consistent in his judgments, these pages are just what they claim to be: course notes. They should, therefore, be read as such, taking into account their unpolished nature, evident repetitions and even contradictions. However, it should not be forgotten that these notes do constitute a singular document offering the reader a penetrating, although sometimes arbitrary, analysis of a complex and contradictory epoch in the renewed growth of Spanish and Spanish American literature. These lectures grow out of Juan Ram6n's vast knowledge of the period and his talents as a creative writer closely involved in literary life during the first half of the current century. In rereading the text I find particularly interesting his exposition of indigenismo as an integral part of modernism, as well as his simple but convincing words explaining to his students the main principles of parnassianism and symbolism.' The pages that underline the continuation of certain romantic attitudes within modernism are especially appropriate in the general presentation of such a complex literary movement. ' In Estetica v etica estetica (critica y complemento), published in 1967, Francisco Garfias brings together additional materials, principally brief fragments and notes which tend to support the uncompromising critical attitude of Juan Ramon. Of special significance are the pages called "Autocritica," a constant direction in the creative process of the poet,6 and also the editor reprints from Nosotros the important text "Crisis del espiritu en la poesia espariola contemporanea (1899-1936)" to which we shall refer later on. I Although Espanoles does not give us (nor does it intend to) a coherent picture of the period, certain texts do contribute substantially to our knowledge of the literary world and the personality of contemporary writers working within this framework of aesthetic ferment. Nevertheless, Jimenez does write in his already quoted prologue that his little book ". . . is in its vision and the fullness of its creation the panorama of my times, a competent book" (ibid., p. 69). The texts themselves, unaltered as a rule since their original publication despite inevitable changes in the author's point of view, are fragmentary, as is so much of Jimenez' criticism, but they do not lack an inner unity which makes of them a small but self-contained universe.
The most distinguished quality of these portraits is the lyric prose in which they are written, but, at the same time, they always maintain a critical edge which concerns us here and confers a unique value on the texts. Irrespective https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol7/iss2/9 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1126 discipline and self-criticism, which fled to constant revisions and reorganization of his work in search of perfection, never flagged over the years. His severity and demanding nature added to the legend, but he also sought after a just criticism. We find convincing confirmation of this idea in the following brief text:"
. I have been more demanding and chastising of myself than of anyone else, and the proof of the matter is in the process of my work and my life. The fact that I have criticized aspects of the life and work of certain poets does not mean that I do not esteem them for their worth nor that, should the occasion arise, I would not assign them their proper place in any collection or anthology.
Other occasional critical pages appeared in his reviews, particularly in Indice (1921 -1922) and the cuadernos he published in the intervening years, not to mention contributions to Renacimiento and to Espana. In the decade of the 1930s and even slightly earlier, he began to write more and more prose, including many texts which were to form Espanoles de tres mundos, as well as the longer pieces on Villaespesa and Valle-Inclan published in El Sol (1936) just prior to his exile. They represent the virtual beginnings of his maximum contribution to the memoirs of an entire epoch. New impetus was given to his critical prose after his arrival in America, doubtless fostered at least in part by his lecturing responsibilities. And, during these final years of his life, he was a frequent contributor to literary reviews both in Spain and in Spanish America.'4
Juan Ramon and Modernism
No theme is more central to the general criticism of Juan Ram6n Jimenez than that of modernism, a focal point from which other critical concerns seem to spring. In many texts and with some inevitable repetition, he gives us the informed opinions of an involved witness who actively participated in the renovation of Hispanic letters at the turn of the century and who, years later with a changed and mature perspective, meditated on his own literary experiences during those days long past.
Juan Ramon, of course, extends the limits of modernism and sees it as a total movement of reform, a modern twentieth-century renaissance. At the same time he seeks to establish its links with 9 Phillips: The Literary Criticism and Memoirs of Juan Ramón Jiménez
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Spanish poetic tradition. Likewise he urgently desires to isolate the true and lasting poetic values of modernism, separating them from the passing and rhetorical aspects of the movement." In facing this formidable task, Juan Ram6n takes into account the origins and antecedents of modernism, the formative influences on the poets and the ways in which they turned these stimuli to their personal creative advantage. A great deal has already been said about the subject, a fact which simplifies our task here, and we shall be content to state a few evident truths as advocated by the critic. Nor are we concerned with the seemingly interminable discussion about modernism and the Generation of 98, phenomena which are, of course, not exclusive in the thinking of Jimenez."
The notion of modernism as an epoch and an attitude, a critical concept which has enjoyed great favor in certain sectors, is first expressed by Juan Ramon in his well-known definition given in an interview with Proel in 1935." As will be recalled, he insists at this time that modernism is a general tendency, not merely a question of form and that it signifies the revival of poetic beauty buried for so long by the vulgarity of nineteenth-century poetry. At the pinnacle of the movement are two different revolutionary writers: Unamuno and Dario. The former represents the spiritual and ideological aspects of the new aesthetic. The vast influence of the Nicaraguan poet, who brilliantly combined with French poetic innovation his own Hispanic heritage, was primarily one of a formalistic and sensorial nature. Juan Ram6n often tells us of his early readings of Dario and the enchantment they held for him; he was always faithful to his friend and master, the poet he so admired was not the exotic nor frivolous one but the intimate and personal writer he had discovered even in Prosas profanas.
Another fact related to the idea of continuity should be mentioned here: the all encompassing importance of Becquer, the beginning of contemporary poetry for Juan Ramon and a strong formative influence on his own poetry and that of so many twentieth-century writers. The debt is incalculable and the texts are explicit:" his purity and suggestive brevity, the poetic magic, touched them all (Dario, Unamuno, and above all Juan Ram6n as well as Antonio Machado).' 9 So far as other poets of the nineteenth century are concerned, Juan Ramon recognizes the poetic excellence of Augusto Ferran, Rosalia de Castro and Manuel Paso, qualities shared in varying measure also by the Andalusians Manuel Reina and the prolific Salvador Rueda. And above all he frequently admitted to the influence of the regional The continuation of this recuerdo is less descriptive and more critical, even harsh in tone. The modernism of Villaespesa (and we must agree) was essentially exotic; he was, Juan Ramon affirms, "un alhambrista" (p. 127), always faithful to modernism in its most exterior facets. Dario, on the other hand, represented the ideal systhesis of more profound lyricism, influencing all the poets and, as Juan Ram6n so often said, the major formative influence on his own poetry and also on Antonio Machado. Neither poet was Parnassian, but both intimately embraced symbolism. Having stressed the wide contact his friend had had with American writers bent on reform, Jimenez becomes more stringent: Authentic poetry in Spain is represented by the anonymous popular poets and is also to be found to some degree perhaps in Garcilaso and Fray Luis de Leon, but above all in San Juan de la Cruz, Becquer and the early Machado. Literature too has a distinguished past, counting among its many adepts such outstanding writers as Quevedo, Gongora, Unamuno, Valle-Inclan and others. True poetry is that which, while sustained and rooted in visible reality, desires, by means of ascension, invisible reality; intertwining roots, at times interchanging; it aspires to the total world, fusing, as in the total world, evidence and imagination.
For this reason it is unsayable. . . . (p. 58) It would be impossible to cover here all subjects of critical interest in the prose of Jimenez, but two other matters merit at least passing reference. The poet was wont to protest vehemently against the baroque and mere poetic virtuosity. However, he seems to consider the baroque as an inherent Spanish failing, and, as we have seen, he confesses that the prose of Espanoles de tres mundos is cut from that mold. And so it is, to a high degree. In his diaries, nevertheless, one finds:
Baroque, no Caricature should have the same qualities as ordinary description: clarity, concision, and simplicity.
It can only be baroque when the person or thing that is caricatured is baroque. Otherwise, the caricature is worthless.
(La corriente infinita, p. 280)
On commenting upon the publication of the complete poetry of Domenchina, Juan Ramon admits that the baroque style has produced great works in Spain, but he sees a danger here and issues a stern warning:
. . . The baroque is one of the great rivers of blood in the crusadelike Spanish soul that will never dry up, that seems to flow from the sea to its source. A In this context, let us not forget another constant preoccupation of Juan Ramon: the exact nature and definition of classicism, a preoccupation that produced innumerable aphorisms.
There is a final but not unimportant consideration without which any exposition of the critical ideas of the poet would be seriously lacking: the role of lo popular in Spanish poetic tradition. Certainly one of the major characteristics of twentieth-century Spanish poetry is the revitalization of popular elements, their elevation to a high degree of sophisticated lyric tension. To this neopopular trend, which probably reaches its zenith in Lorca and Alberti, Juan Ram6n contributes notably from his earliest poems, as did also Manuel Machado in a different way. Our critic often says that the fusion of to popular and to culto gives rise to a genuinely aristocratic and refined literary expression. In a short commentary on a lecture by Menendez Pidal ("Notilla," Estetica y etica estetica, pp. 204-05) he differentiates two basic and constant styles in Spanish literature. One is popular, collective and impulsive; the other pertains to the minority and is individualistic as well as static. We shall not quote all the names that Juan Ram6n uses as illustrations, but he does pose the question as to whether great poetry is not generally poetry which fuses the two, the popular and the refined (Romancero, Manrique, San Juan, Gil Vicente, Becquer), an expression endowed with the spiritual quality which he demands of poetry. As I have tried to show in the preceding pages devoted to Jimenez' criticism, his opinions, although often impassioned and partial, are extremely useful and even invaluable to the historian of Hispanic letters in the twentieth century. We have dealt with a large body of texts, highly varied in substance, which naturally enough give clear evidence of artistic preferences and prejudices. However, they are the product of a discriminating taste. The critical vision ofJimenez is always thought-provoking in the formulation of general concepts bearing on Hispanic literature in its broadest sense, always exact and penetrating in the specific detail so often related directly to his own personal literary experience. His remembrances of things past and his critical judgments constitute a significant portion of his legacy.
Finally, Juan Ramon Jimenez does not conceive of poetry and criticism as antithetical activities but rather as complementary ones, closely allied in the creative process. In this regard, one level of critical labour hardly mentioned above is of the highest order. the tireless sifting, expunging and correction of his own work. The complete literary man is both poet and critic. The premises of each are not to be separated in the mind but rather combined in a complex process of mutual enrichment contributing to the true fulfillment of the artist. And, after all, is not this the sign of genuinely creative criticism? were already expressing "su cansancio de la poesia injeniosa y su anhelo por la poesia natural, directa, y sobre todo espiritual." (Cartas. Primera selecciOn, p. 350). 27. A companion piece to the above lecture is another entitled "Poesia cerrada y poesia abierta" (El trabajo gustoso, pp. 83-115), whose point of departure is the famous duende and angel so familiar to the readers of Lorca. Again Juan Ramon takes up the question of the inefable and the fable, differentiating open poetry (the most national and universal, symbolist and popular) from closed poetry ( international and foreign, academic and courtly), and closes with quotations illustrative of these two permanent directions he seeks to demonstrate in the historical development of Spanish poetry.
Space also prevents us from any detailed comment on a later significant text "El romance, rio de la lengua espariola" (pp. 143-87) which was read at the University of Puerto Rico on the anniversary of the death of Cervantes (1954 
